
PSYU3332 SUMMARIES 
 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS 
 

Psychological test Standardised measure of a sample of behaviour 
Standardised – administered and interpreted in same way across all 
testing occasions 
Sample of behaviour – aim is to tell us something beyond it  

2 broad types of tests: 

Ability Determine maximum performance (e.g. intelligence tests) 

Personality Determine typical performance 

Judging the quality of a test: examine test objectivity 
• A test provides an objective measure of a sample of behaviour via uniformity of: 
- Administration 
- Scoring 
- Interpretation 
• A good test provides reliable scores (consistency) and valid inferences (accuracy) 
- Before using a test: important to examine empirical studies of reliability and validity of test 

scores  
 
TERMINOLOGY 
 

SD Standard deviation (sometimes s) 

SEM Standard error of measurement (sometimes smeas) 
SEest Standard error of estimate (sometimes sest) 

SEdiff  Standard error of difference  

 

NORMS  
 
NORMS 
 

Norms Distribution of scores on a test for specified groups in a population 
Allows interpretation of any individuals score by comparison to scores for 
a relevant group 

Raw score i.e. test / 
score obtained score 

Score obtained by summing an individual’s item scores on test  
Of little use by themselves; require some way of acquiring meaning 

Derived score To give a raw score meaning → ‘norm referencing’ 
Relate raw score to average score (or norm) of a representative group of 
people similar to person being tested 
Permits comparison across different tests and comparison of individuals’ 
performance against normative/ standardisation sample 

 
TRANSFORMING SCORES FOR NORM REFERENCING 
 
Percentiles 

Percentile Nonlinear transformation of test scores 
Percentile scale expresses each raw score in a distribution in terms of the 
percentage of cases that lie below it 
I.e. a raw score at 50th percentile is > 50% of raw scores in distribution of 
scores; a score at 63rd percentile is > 63% of cases etc.  



Percentile formula ((n<x)/total) X 100 
• n = number of people who get raw score less than x 
• Total = total number of people in the sample 
E.g. total = 60; n<15 = 20; (20/60) x 100 = 33% i.e. 33% of people in 
standardisation sample scored lower than raw score of 15 

Special points P50: median; divides sample into 2 equal halves 
P25: first quartile; 25% get lower than that score, other 75% get higher 
than that score 
P75: third quartile; 75% get lower than that score, other 25% get higher 
than that score 

Advantages Easy to compute 
Universally applicable 
Readily understood: allows scores to be ranked such that their position in 
distribution is immediately apparent and their standing relative to each 
other  

Disadvantages Inequality of units i.e. lose info about distance btwn points 

NOTE: percentile does not indicate percentage correct on test BUT percentage of cases below the 
given value of the raw score  
• E.g. a raw score that represents 50% correct on test would fall at 63rd percentile if 63% of those 
tested obtained scores lower than 50% 
Normal curve 

Normal curve Statistical distribution that has a characteristic bell shape 
Symmetrical about mean; ½ scores below mean, ½ above mean  
When scores are specified in terms of their distance from the mean, then 
mean is 0 and standard deviation is 1 
→ Can use areas under curve to think about percentile ranks e.g. number 
of scores < 1 standard deviation above mean: 50% + 34.13% = 84.1% 

Problem in terms of 
inequality of units 

Units between raw scores are distorted when converted to percentile 
ranks 
Percentiles do not preserve equivalence of distances btwn scores in raw 
score distribution 
Scores in middle of normal distribution are stretched apart on percentile 
scale (occur more frequently); those at tails are pushed closer together 
(less frequent) 
Statistically rather than using percentile rank, would use a standard score 
that is usually based on a z-score; standard deviations (z-score) tell us 
about distribution of raw scores 

Standard scores  

Standard score Way of specifying where, in a normal distribution, a score lies w reference 
to its mean 



Retain raw score differences between scores 
Allow comparison between individuals and within an individual on tests 
with different means and standard deviations 

Z score Basic linear transformation of test scores used in psych setting 
Expresses distance of each score from mean of distribution of scores in 
units of standard deviation of distribution 
If positive: score > than mean and it lies above it in distribution  
If negative: score < mean and it lies below it in distribution 

Z score formula x = individuals raw score 
M = mean score in the normative sample 
s = standard deviation in the normative sample 

M and s are ‘norms’; standards taken from normative sample 
Transformation of z 
scores 

Often transformed scores are not expressed simply as z scores 
Z scores are ‘untidy’ numbers: have negative/ positive signs, and decimal 
fractions 
By a further linear transformation, a tidier set of numbers can be 
produced 

T score A score standardised to a distribution w a mean of 50 and standard 
deviation of 10 
T score formula: (z x 10) + 50 
A score of 60 on a subscale is thus 1 standard deviation above the mean 

Sten score 10-point scale with a mean of 5.5 and standard deviation of 2 
Sten score formula: (z x 2) + 5.5 

Standardised score A score based on a z score, but set to a distribution w a particular mean 
and standard deviation considered convenient for a particular purpose 
e.g. Wechscler’s standardised score for subtests of his intelligence tests 
with a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 3 

Deviation IQ Standard score w a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15 
Ensures comparability of IQ scores 
Deviation IQ formula: (z x 15) + 100 

Age scores Only used w properties showing a monotonic increase w age e.g. height, 
weight, intelligence during childhood 
IQ formula = (mental age/ chronological age) x 100 
In adulthood, intelligence does not monotonically increase; IQ ratio does 
not make sense → use deviation IQ score 

NOTE: need to be able to calculate z-score and then identify percentile rank  
• E.g. If M = 50, s = 5, x = 60, then z = 2  
• Locate z-score on normal distribution curve (standard deviation units) 
• 97.7% of people fall below z score of 2  
Specificity to norms 
• In all transformations of raw scores that use idea of a z score, mean and standard deviation that 
are used are critical to the meaning that is given to the score 
• In norm referencing, the raw score is referred to a relevant group for comparison purposes 
• If comparison is not with an appropriate group, the transformation fails to convey meaning or 
opens score to misinterpretation 
• Norms are restricted to particular population from which they are derived 
• Often normative samples are more restricted than they claim to be 
• Norms are often specialised 
 

 


